
Subject to technical alterations!

MC Information - Tank Cleaning
1. General information on tank cleaning
Force of impact, reaction time, temperature and chemical action are the 
most influential factors for the optimal cleaning effect (see Sinner‘s Circle).
The highest force of impact is achieved point by point, varying with pump 
pressure, with the help of a solid stream.
It is, however, reduced when using a spread out flat fan spray (see page 
1.8). This is called rinse or flush cleaning.

Force of impact Chemics

Time Temperature

Sinner‘s Circle

3. Nozzle selection in relation to reach and cleaning pressure required 

Reach Theoretically recommended flow rate V (l/min.) at a reach of (m)
Cleaning 0.5 m 1 m 2 m 3 m 4 m 6 m 9 m
Rinsing 1 m 1.8 m 3.5 m 5 m 7 m 10 m 16 m
Low pressure
1 to 7 bar 15-20 l/min 35-60 l/min 80-120 l/min 140-220 l/min 210-340 l/min 340-500 l/min 500-800 l/min

MC types
see pages all types on page 9.4 - 9.16 RW

RT
RW

TK13 A

Interm. press.
7 to 20 bar 10-15 l/min 14-30 l/min 35-70 l/min 70-110 l/min 100-180 l/min 150-250 l/min 250-400 l/min

MC types
see pages TM and XD and RZ A

AW
A

AW
A

AW

High pressure
20 to 400 bar 6-9 l/min 8-18 l/min 12-30 l/min 20-60 l/min 50-120 l/min 100-200 l/min 150-200 l/min

MC types
see pages RH and LA-20 AW-70

LA-30 AW70 see 3D-jet cleaner

.
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4.  Installation
•  Tank cleaning nozzles are preferrably installed horizontally in the container‘s center. For

low pressure  in the upper quarter
interm. press. in the upper third resp. in the middle
high pressure  in the middle.

•  R is the maximum reach and represents the nozzle‘s layout.

•  Please ensure that a suffiencient amount of cleaner can reach the tank‘s top, for 
    the tank‘s lower part is mostly overflowed. Residue will dry faster in the tank‘s upper parts    
    when it is drained.

•  Please ensure for the cleaner‘s drainage. Stagnant liquid will prevent the cleaning. 
    

•  Discharge volume at pipe-Ø       1“         23 l/min  
            1 1/2“    50 l/min  
            2“    87 l/min    

2 1/2“       132 l/min 
3“             190 l/min

2. Nozzle pressure, selectable in relation to tank pollution

easy-to-remove  
dirt particles

resp.
liquid residue

increasing
pollution

of
container walls

stubborn
or touch dry 
dirt particles, 

yet soluble with 
water jet

Low pressure 
1 to 7 bar
Cleaning
and rinsing:

Cleaning is the result of a large quantity of 
liquid and relatively low impact pressure.
The cleaning film measures up to 3-5 mm and 
drains off of the container walls. Solid stream 
and flat fan spray patterns are both eligible.

Interm. press. 
7 to 20 bar
Cleaning:

Cleaning is the result of an increased force of 
impact and a low flow rate. Solid stream spray 
types achieve greater forces of impact than 
flat fan types, and are therefore preferred.

High pressure 
20 to 400 bar
Cleaning:

Cleaning is the result of a bandled solid 
stream. It hits the container walls with the 
highest force of impact possible.

Increase pressure resp. flow rate, cleaning time and temperature, or change the chemical means if the cleaning result is not suffici-
ent. Use a more effective nozzle.
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5. Nozzles - Basic functions

1. Fixed nozzles - type T
 Deflected round spray, solid stream or full cone cleaning heads do not rotate and required therefore a larger quantity of liquid to      
      provide a sufficient cleaning result.  

2.  Freely rotating nozzles - type R
 The quickly repeating admission flows dissolve the dirt and rinse it off of the container‘s walls.  

3.  Limited rotating nozzles - type RX      
 MC‘s brake turbine reduces the nozzle‘s rotation velocity for a large pressure range. The results are a greater force of impact 
   and an up to 4-fold increased cleaning result at reduced nozzle wear. 

4.  3D-jet cleaners
 The 3D-jet cleaner produces the best cleaning result possible. The cleaning head rotates by force with the help of a pair of  
      gearwheels aroand the horizontal and vertical axis. This results in a three-dimension all-aroand cleaning.
 Propulsion is effected electronically, pneumatically or by means of the cleaning detergent (self-propelling).     

7. Proposal for cleaning procedure

1.   Pre-rinse with fresh or used water
2.   Clean with chemical additives
3.   Rinse with clear water

-  Clean your container regularly. Touch dry soiling is difficult to dissolve.
-  Choose spray coverages of 360° for heavy pollution. For easy to remove soiling choose face-up spray coverages of 180°. Thus, 
   the draining cleaning liquid will also clean the lower parts of your container. 
-  Use the cleaning liquid in circulation. Use filters to prevent clogging. 
-  Use the rinsing water from your last cleaning process to pre-rinse at the next one.
-  Note the producer‘s information for the cleaning detergent.
-  Note that electrostatic charging can result from tank or container cleaning.
-  Watch for spray shadows caused by tank installations (such as stirrers etc.).
-  Operate according to the impulse-pause principle. In contrast to permanent spraying of the tank, you will save cleaning detergent
   and yet achieve the same cleaning effect. Not valid for 3D-jet cleaners.

8. Important information for economic tank cleaning!

6. Spray patterns of tank cleaning nozzles

Solid stream (fixed or rotating)
The cleaning liquid exits the tank cleaning nozzles as one or several solid streams, and causes the greatest force of impact on the 
container wall possible. The liquid spreads and cleans all surfaces between the points of impact resp. lines.

Flat fan (rotating only)
The cleaning jet is spread linearly when exiting the tank cleaning nozzle. The force of impact is reduced. Flat fan nozzles are only 
used in connection with rotating tank cleaning nozzles to achieve a complete cleaning of the tank.

Combined solid stream and flat fan (rotating only)
The rotating solid stream jet impinges with force upon the container walls and dissolves residues better. The succeeding flat fan 
additionally rinses the gaps in between and washes the loosened particles off.

Full cone (fixed)
The cleaning jet exits from the individual nozzles of the cleaning head circularly in form of a full cone, and rinses the container walls 
evenly and extensively. These nozzles have the least force of impact.

Fixed 
solid stream

Rotating
solid stream

Rotating 
flat fan

3D- 
jet cleaner

Rotating
solid stream + flat fan

Fixed 
full cone

b) c) d) e) f) g)a)

Deflected
round spray

This procedure is a propsal which can be optimized.
Document your cleaning procedure to be able to repeat it 
over and over again.

Special sensors can control the cleaning process. Talk to us!


